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Setting the scene
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What schools have been 
telling us…

• Covid-19 ‘a catalyst for change’

• The need for technology transformation is 

clear

• Growing positive attitudes towards ‘cloud’
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• Budget remains challenge

• Teachers’ skills/confidence

• Staff workload unmanageable

• Diversity in remote learning activities

• Disparity in learner engagement

• Safeguarding fears and well being

• Pupil attainment still paramount

However…



What is the cloud?
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• In the simplest terms, cloud computing 
means storing and accessing data and 
programs and services over the Internet 
rather than on your computer's hard drive.

• The cloud was used in network drawings to 
symbolise the Internet.

• We use the cloud in our day to day lives on 
services such as Netflix, online shopping and 
e-mail services.

• From educational point of view, we mean 
Microsoft 365 & Google Workspace for 
example.
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Why is now the right time?
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• Service offerings have matured

• Educational licensing and offers make it 
affordable

• We are all getting better internet connections 
(FTTC, FTTP, Leased lines)

• Features that support the school rather than 
just business

• Government schemes to help support 
education

• Cloud based solutions can offer better 
continuity options

Why is now the 
right time?



What are the benefits of moving to 
the cloud?
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Collaboration & Work-Life Balance

• Working together no matter the location or time

• The sharing of ideas and best practice amongst your staff

• Shared resource creation & lesson planning

• Remote printing

• Bringing experts into all classrooms

• Learning from previous pupils and students

• Recorded lessons & content for revision or extra help

• Remote parents evenings
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Financial  Savings

• Remote teacher cover

• Saving to be made on current software tools 
and services

• Storage saving

• Server costs

• Support costs – engineer visits

• Savings on devices

• Efficiency savings
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What to consider?
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What to consider?

• Your Internet connection

• The infrastructure of the school

• Skills levels of all the staff

• The carrot rather than the stick

• Cash back schemes

• A continuous training plan
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How to get started?
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• Review your experience of your IT over the 

pandemic

• Find a trusted advisor to help you 

understand what's possible and to guide you 

on your journey

• Spend dedicated time on your IT

• Take a “Learning Walk”

• Review your IT spend over the last few years

How to get started?
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Thank you


